
SOCIAL MEDIA SUCCESS:
INSTAGRAM

FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.



Build brand awareness?

Develop relationships with referrers?

To "sell" a service?

Demonstrate authority in your niche?

LET'S START WITH AN AUDIT

        WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS WITH INSTA?

WHO IS YOUR AUDIENCE?

Patients?

Referrers?

Which niche areas? 



BRANDING AND VOICE

REFLECT ON YOUR BRANDING

Consistency

Is your branding consistent across all your social platforms,

web pages, email signatures and YouTube?

Branding kit: hex codes /Canva templates / refresh with

graphic designer?

Are you putting logos on all your image posts?

Writing and speaking tone of voice

Too formal? To "clinical"? Consistent? Review your last 10

posts.

Optimise your bio

150 Characters. Use Emojis.

Make it memorable and consistent.

Face not just logo

Can use #s e.g. #physiotherapist (becomes clickable)

Link (in bio)

Are you regularly changing your link to point to a specific

webpage?



INSTAGRAM FORMATS

ARE YOU MAKING THE MOST OF THEM?

GRID
IGTV

REELS GUIDE



CAPTIONS FOR THE GRID POSTS :

POSTING TIPS

USE ALT TAGS FOR YOUR IMAGES:

Max 2,200 characters long, and up to 30 #tags

Only the first three lines of the caption appear in the viewer's grid

feed (approx 125 characters) so put the most important words first.

Hook the reader in, so they tap "more"

Pose a question and encourage engagement with a call to action

Annotate with emojis

Consider using 'behind the scenes' picks

Instagram will automatically try to interpret the image (so it can be

searched). Do a better job by putting in alt tags -  up to 125 charac.

You can also retrospectively add them to your posts

Alt tags are part of Insta's SEO

E.g. "Prof Howard

Branley listening to a

Covid patient's chest

with a stethoscope"



INSTAGRAM STORIES:

USE APPS AND #TAGS FOR STORIES: 

If you're using video, caption it  - either in the new

"caption" button in stickers if it's available to you, or app 

Drive engagement with 

Polls

Emoji sliders

Quizzes

Questions

Ask people to DM you with 

comments

Instagram Story max length 15 secs

Up to 10 #tag per story (you

can minimise to hide them)

POSTING TIPS

DON'T FORGET TO ENGAGE! 

Don't post and ghost. 

Try enaging on other people's posts just before you post yours



#tags are one of the best ways to be found by new viewers

You can follow #tags

Put them in the comments for neatness

Research your competitors and their followers

BRANDED

COMMUNITY

PRODUCT/SERVICE

TOPIC

Hashtag - search for popularity

Curate different hashtag lists for different topics:

Use Insights to see which are getting the most views and engagements

Hashtag tools:

HASHTAG CURATION EXERCISE


